Regulations of the "Rowerkowa flota " promotion
valid for the period from 1 July 2020. 15 October 2020.
I. General provisions
1.

The organizer of the " Rowerkowa flota " promotion, hereinafter referred to as "Promotion", is Nextbike
Polska S.A. in restructuring with its registered office in Warsaw, ul. Przasnyska 6b, 01-756 Warsaw,
entered into the register of entrepreneurs of the District Court for the Capital City of Warsaw in Warsaw,
12th Economic Division of the National Court Register under the number 0000646950, NIP:
5261029614, REGON: 021336152, hereinafter referred to as " Operator" or "Nextbike".

2.

The Operator offers the service of renting city bikes in the City Bike System in Pszczyna and the
Goczałkowice - Zdrój Commune hereinafter referred to as the "Service".

3.

The terms and conditions of using the Service are specified in separate Regulations of the City Bike
System in Pszczyna and the Goczałkowice-Zdrój Commune. "SRM Terms of Service" are available on
the website www.pszczynskirower.pl/

4.

The terms provided for in the hereby Regulations of Promotion in capital letters, however, not defined
therein, have the meaning assigned to them within the SRM Terms of Service.

II. Rules for using the Promotion
1.

The purpose of the Promotion is to encourage the use of the Service.

2.

Promotion is valid only from July 1 to October 15, 2020.

3.

The Promotion may be used by any Client who has a Customer Account and meets the other conditions
of using the Service, specified in the SRM Terms of Service. Moreover, the Promotion may also be used
by Clients of other compatible systems in which the operator of a company being part of the Nextbike
Capital Group within the meaning of art. 4 point 14 of the Act of February 16, 2007, on competition and
consumer protection (Journal of Laws2020.10.1076), after accepting the SRM Terms of Service.

4.

The promotion consists of the fact that during the period indicated in point II. 2. Promotional Regulations.
The Operator offers Clients the possibility of expanded use of the Service by providing additional types
of bikes - a 4+ children's bike and a 6+ children's bike.

5.

Children's bike 4+ - a bike with 18-inch rims, designed for one child over 4 years old with a height of at
least 110 cm and a bodyweight of up to 60 kg. The use of a children's bike may only take place under
adult supervision.

6.

Children's bike 6+ - a bike with 20-inch rims, designed for one child over 6 years old with a height of at
least 120 cm and a bodyweight of up to 60 kg. The use of a children's bike may only take place under
adult supervision.

7.

Renting a 4+ Children's Bike / 6+ Children's Bicycle during the period indicated in point II. 2. Promotion
Regulations is equivalent to taking part in the Promotion.

8.

The fees for using a 4+ children's bike and a 6+ children's bike are calculated according to the rates
specified in Annex 1 to the Promotion Regulations (Price List), available on the Website, in the Mobile
Application and the Contact Centre. The basis for calculating the fee for using a 4+ Children's Bicycle /
6+ Children's Bicycle is the Rental Time.

9.

The Client may take advantage of the Promotion an unlimited number of times in the period specified in
point II. 2. Promotion Regulations.
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10.

The promotion doesn't affect other promotions and fees (eg additional fees) that may be possibly due
to the Operator from the Client in accordance with the provisions of the SRM Terms of Service and price
lists applied by the Operator.

11.

The Operator withdraws the possibility of using a 4+ Children's Bike / 6+ Children's Bike as part of the
City Bicycle System in Pszczyna and the Goczałkowice - Zdrój Commune after the Promotion ends.

III. Final Provisions
12.

For all matters unresolved in the hereby Regulations, including the rules for processing Users' data, the
provisions of the SRM Terms of Service shall apply.

13.

The Regulations are available free of charge on the Website in such a way to enable familiarizing with
the contents, obtaining, reproducing, and recording them. These documents may be obtained at the
headquarters of Nextbike Polska S.A. in restructuring.

Annex 1 to the Regulations of the " Rowerkowa flota " promotion (Price list)
Price list for Children's Bike 4+, Children's Bike 6+
The time interval
from the 1 to the 30 minutes
Rental fee.
The amounts from individual
periods are added up.

Gross value
(brutto)

no fees

from 31 to 60 minutes

1 zł

from 61 to 120 minutes

2 zł

from 121 to 180 minutes

3 zł

for each subsequent hour started

4 zł

Fee for exceeding 12 hours of rental.

200 zł

Fee for theft, loss, or
destruction of a bike type:

2300 zł

Children's Bike 4+, Children's Bike 6+

The fees in the table include VAT
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